Multimedia Communication enhances the safety of passenger by providing visual picture of accidents and danger situations in Vehicular Adhoc Networks (VANETs). Security, High speed of vehicles, dynamic topology and low bandwidth etc. are main challenges for multimedia traffic in VANETs. Multimedia Communication in VANETs is prone to security attack due to lack of infrastructure, mobility and dynamic network topology as compare to any other network Several Security attacks are possible on multimedia application, which includes Denial of Service, Masquerade, fake information, false position information and ID disclosure. Vehicular Multimedia Communication also has vulnerabilities which include Jamming, Forgery, Traffic Tampering, Impersonation, Privacy Violation and On-board Tampering etc.
facilitate known-key secrecy and perfect forward secrecy. So they propose novel and secure mutual authentication scheme based on elliptic curve discrete logarithm problem for SIP, which is immune to the presented attacks. The second accepted article is written by Gaurav Bhatnagar et al. and it is titled as "A new aspect in robust digital watermarking". The authors presented an idea to scale up the size of host image equal to the size of watermark via oversampling and then decompose it using stationary wavelet transform. Binary watermark is embedded in loss-less manner in order to enhance security and prevent ambiguity.
Aftab Ali et al. presented "A cluster-based key agreement scheme using keyed hashing for Body Area Networks" which is based on security framework using Keyed-Hashing Message Authentication Code (HMAC-MD5) to protect the personal information in a BAN. Hsin-Te Wu et al. written an article with title as "RSU-based message authentication for vehicular ad-hoc networks". In this paper they proposed message authentication scheme that provide message authentication within intra and between inter roadside units ranges and hand-off between different roadside units. The proposed scheme also balances the overhead for computation and communication with security against attacks.
Debnath Bhattacharyya et al. in their article "Cell-graph coloring for cancerous tissue modelling and classification" focused on the performance analysis of cancer diagnosis process. There work intends to automate the solution to the problem of identifying cancerous sample biopsies applying customized graph Coloring method solving by Genetic Algorithm on the cell graphs.
Po-Chyi Su et al. in "A practical design of high-volume steganography in digital video files" examine the volume of audio/video data streams in compressed video clips/files for effective steganography.
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